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Dear CAFO Friends,

We’re so glad you’ll be joining with your team and the expansive CAFO community in this retreat experience!  

We enter retreat most of all because this is what we were made for:  to experience and take joy in our good Father.  
And that becomes all the richer when done together with our co-laborers, apart from our daily work.

But we should also know that these times are truly essential to that daily work.  Good fruit, Jesus taught, grows 
from healthy trees.  Vibrant ministry rises from a thriving soul -- body, mind and spirit.

So it is that our Lord invites us, “come away with me,” to rest, play and worship.  As we answer that invitation 
together, we pray you’ll find gifts you wouldn’t find anywhere else.

In Him,
Jedd and the CAFO Team
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Your retreat day will be all the richer as part of  a week of  simple activities.  

As humans, every part of  ourselves -- intellect, emotions, body, spirit and even our relationships with 
others -- affect one another profoundly, in ways science is only beginning to understand.  These suggested 

actions will help prepare your soul -- the whole you -- to make the most of  the retreat.

Don’t feel guilty if  you can’t do them all.  Simply see them as gifts that your good Father wants to give you.  
Receive if  you are able. 

PREPARING FOR RETREAT



Daily Rhythms

Sleep  

Seek to get at least 8 hours of  sleep each night this week leading up to the retreat.  That likely will require 
planning ahead now for what it will take to “power down” earlier in the evening.  

Final Thoughts of the Day

Consider setting a daily rhythm of  turning off your phone and other technology at least thirty minutes 
before bed.  Rather than letting others dominate the closing of  your day via news headlines, social media, 
or work emails, let your final thoughts be things you choose -- from reflection or prayer to being fully 
present with loved ones.

First Thoughts of the Day  

Resist turning your screens back on in the morning until after you’ve spent at least a little time attentive to 
God.  (Note: some suggestions for morning scriptures and other reflection are on the next page as well.)   If  
it makes sense for your role, you might consider delaying the inflow of  news and email even further, into 
the first period of  your work day.  This can enable especially focused, highly-effective “deep work” in your 
most alert time of  day.

PREPARATION SUGGESTION   (1)



PREPARATION SUGGESTION   (2)

Morning Prayer & Scripture

With whatever time you have each morning, we encourage you to:

• Start each morning with gratitude -- thanking God for His loving character and good gifts, verbally 
and/or in a journal.  

• Lay the day ahead and any anxieties you carry before Him in prayer.

• Read the passage slowly, possibly more than once.  Consider expressing thoughts and feelings 
woken by the passage to God in prayer.

• If  you have time, reflect in thought or in a journal on the suggested “For Reflection” question, and 
finish by expressing those reflections to God in prayer.

Day 1

Psalm 139

For Reflection
What does it feel like 
to you to be known by 
God?

Day 2

Philippians 4:4-8

For Reflection
What anxieties are you 
carrying that you can 
offer to God?

Day 3

Romans 8:14-21

For Reflection
What does it mean for 
you to live into your 
deepest identity as a 
child of God?

Day 4

Romans 8:31-39

For Reflection
What does it mean to 
you that God is for you?



PREPARATION SUGGESTION   (3)

Ideas & Conversation
If  your schedule allows, consider listening to one episode of  “Justice and the Inner Life” each day to 

stimulate your thinking on soul care.  If  you can, listen with one or a few others and discuss afterwards.  
You may also want to listen while on a walk or other outdoor activity, which studies show measurably 

decreases anxiety and increases calm and well-being.

Day 1  

With Gary Haugen  --  “Justice work won’t last if  it is just prayerless striving.”

Day 2
With John Eldredge  --  “Finding time and space that restores in an always-on world.”

Day 3
With Ruth Haley Barton  --  “The gifts of  spiritual disciplines and how to start.”

Day 4
With Jim Martin  --  “How to build rhythms of  spiritual health into your daily life.. .and your organization.”

Alternative Suggestions

With Andy Crouch  --  “Healthy tech-use habits in a world dominated by screens.”
With Curt Thompson  --  “Overcoming anxiety in the era of  coronavirus.”

https://resources.cafo.org/podcast/episode-3-gary-haugen/
https://resources.cafo.org/podcast/episode-11-john-eldredge/
https://resources.cafo.org/podcast/episode-1-ruth-haley-barton/
https://resources.cafo.org/podcast/episode-17-jim-martin/
https://resources.cafo.org/podcast/episode-5-andy-crouch/
https://resources.cafo.org/podcast/episode-18-overcoming-anxiety-in-the-era-of-coronavirus-with-dr-curt-thompson-m-d/
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